Hearing to determine future of Go Irish suit

By MIKE WILKINS
Senior Staff Reporter

A hearing is scheduled for tomorrow to decide if a temporary injunction should be granted against Fan Action, Inc., publishers of Go Irish, to keep the magazine from publishing under its current name.

The hearing is the result of a counter-suit filed by Notre Dame against Fan Action, charging it with making the magazine appear to be connected with the University. Fan Action filed suit against Notre Dame in September alleging that the Sports Information Department was interfering with the business functions of Go Irish, an independent publication which covers Notre Dame football.

The original suit filed by Fan Action accused Notre Dame's Information Department "of doing certain things to interfere with the workings of the magazine," according to James Groves, attorney for Fan Action.

Included in the charges was the use of certain materials to make the magazine appear to be connected with Notre Dame, according to Philip Fascenda, legal representative for the University.

Included in the charges are the use of the word "Irish" in the masthead which reads "the newsmagazine devoted exclusively to the coverage of Notre Dame Fighting Irish Football," the lack of disclaimers stating that the publication was not connected with the University in any way, and other items which allegedly make the publication appear to be connected with Notre Dame.

Go Irish has a folio at the bottom of each page declaring it as "an independent sports publication." The magazine began to print a publication disclaimer notice early in November.

Roger Valderni, director of Sports Information, confirmed that he did not know why the Go Irish staff thought it was being treated fairly. He noted that the University has published regulations regarding the issuance of press and photo credentials.

According to that "weekly publishing media agencies if less than 100,000 published circulation cannot be accomplished." The circulation of Go Irish, published both weekly and monthly during the off season, is approximately 8,000.

Valderni added that all interviews must go through the Sports Information Department, because of the concern of gambling organizations misrepresenting themselves in the publication material.

See SUT, page 5

Fear weak economy

Businesses call for defense spending cuts

WASHINGTON (AP) - Three leading business groups fear that the budget cuts to fight economic recovery urged yesterday that next year's defense spending be cut more deeply than the president wants to.

Representing some $500,000 small, medium and large businesses nationwide, the group includes the first top business executives to call for more restrains on the 1984 fiscal year.

The business groups are fearful the economy is too weak to recover from large deficits. Economists also have said annual deficits as high as $138 billion on $106 billion point to a severely crimp recovery.

Arthur Levitt, chairman of the American Stock Exchange and the American Business Conference, told a news conference, "The specter of expanding deficits of gargantuan proportions threatens to cut off the recovery before it will have had much chance to create a significant number of jobs for the 12 million Americans who are unemployed."

The business conference's members include about 85 medium-sized firms in growing industries like high technology.

The two other groups joining in the budget-reduction call were the National Association of Manufacturers, which represents some 12,000 large-and medium-sized manufacturers, and the National Federation of Independent Business, which has a membership of about $40,000 firms.

Under their plan, the federal deficit would be slashed by 25 percent, or $50 billion of the deficit reaches $200 billion or more in the fiscal year that starts Oct. 1.

Future deficits should decline even more, and "no area of the budget should be regarded as sacred," said Alexander Towbridge, president of the National Association of Manufacturers.

He said deficits must be reduced so interest rates fall even further and capital is available to businesses for recovery. Capital for business expansion would be sharply limited if the government were to borrow large sums to finance its budget deficit.

The group specifically called for a large cut from their recommended 1985 cutbacks -- $18 billion to $23 billion -- to come out of the Pentagon's budget.

Begun is expected to be willing to trim his record $825 billion military budget plan next year by $11 billion in current spending and operations orders. The cut would reduce actual spending during the year by $8 billion.

But the business leaders urged an additional $9 billion savings by canceling or deferring arms purchases and $5 billion to $10 billion in operations, maintenance and other areas.

To help pare $22 billion to $50 billion from the non-military side of the ledger, the groups said a one-year freeze should be placed on pay increases for federal civilian workers. For federal benefit programs like Social Security, the plan suggested a temporary freeze on all cost-of-living adjustments or a reduction in the amount, beneficiaries get in cost-of-living increases.

Another recommendation was for the administration to release its plans for specific reductions in non-defense spending, but that savings could run in the vicinity of $40 billion next year.

Support scientists

Hesburgh, leaders call for ban

An international gathering of 11 religious leaders, including University President Theodore M. Hesburgh, and representing the Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant, Anglican, Copite, and Muslim faiths met with six representatives of national academies of science in Vienna, Austria, last Thursday through Saturday to discuss the threat of nuclear arms.

The group, which included Cardinal Franz Konig, Archbishop of Vienna; Hesburgh; Archbishop Jean Jadot, president of the Vatican Secretariat for Non-Christians; Archbishop John Runyan of Philadelphia; President of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops; and Methodist Bishop James Armstrong, president of the National Conference of Churches of Christ, focused its discussion on a statement issued in Rome last September by 95 world class scientists which called for a ban on nuclear warfare and elimination of existing nuclear arsenals.

At the conclusion of the meeting, which was hosted by Konig and Hesburgh and the religious leaders made the decision to return to their respective faiths for a call for action.

"We have concluded from diverse religious traditions," they said, "we are impressed by the declaration of these eminent scientists. We speak as one to emphasize that humanity, for the first time in history, has the power to destroy itself. We believe that there is no cause that would morally justify the death and destruction caused by a nuclear configuration."

Denying the assertion that any side could "win" a nuclear war, the religious leaders said that the "first duty" of their respective faiths was to praise their Creator and to reverence human life.

Lasting peace, they said, "is in both a gift of the Creator and a work of ours, and can only based upon global justice, respect for the dignity of each person, a conversion of mind and heart regarding war and peace, and, finally, the Creator's call for reconciliation between estranged peoples."

Denouncing the arms race for its diversion of valuable resources from human needs, the religious leaders called upon national leaders to "redefine as a means of setting disputes between nations states a destructive force that outstrips our ability to calculate its ugly its hideousness."

What human beings have made can be undone, the religious leaders said. "Fatastism must give way to hope. We join the scientists in their call for urgent action to achieve verifiable disarmament agreements." They called for the elimination of nuclear weapons. Nothing less is at stake than the future of humanity, with its rich and variegated cultures and religious traditions.

Washington, D.C. (AP) -- Artificial heart recipient Barney Clark went into surgery last yesterday to seal two arteries in his left nasal passage that have been bleeding for 10 days, officials said.

Clark, 61, a retired Seattle area dentist, was wheeled back into surgery around 4 p.m. and doctors expected him to be in the operating room for several hours, said John Dwan, a spokesman for the University of Utah Medical Center.

Doctors had sealed Clark's nasal passages last Friday with a balloon-like catheter and packed them to try to stop the bleeding. They tried yes­ terday to remove the packing, but bleeding continued in Clark's left nasal passage, Dwan said.

"The left side continues to bleed severely," so Dr. William DeVries made the decision to return to sur­ gery," Dwan said.

DeVries is the surgeon who im­ planted theJarvik 7 artificial heart in Clark's chest Dec. 2.

Yesterday's operation was the third since the heart implant. On Dec. 7, surgeons closed leaking air sacs in Clark's lungs and on Dec. 14, they replaced his left ventricle which contained a faulty valve.

"All surgery is serious, but Dr. DeVries said this is the least risky of any operations Dr. Clark has had so far," Dwan said.
Security: an elusive feeling

Margaret Fosmoe
Saint Mary's Exec. Editor
Inside Wednesday

The administration is also responsible for the policy that makes the Public Relations Director the official spokesman for Saint Mary's Security. From personal experience, this often results in long periods of a form of double diplomacy between Security and Public Relations before their facts coincide.

The office of Public Relations is so far removed from the business of Security that what results is simply Public Relations repeating what Security claims. (An unnecessary bureaucratic hindrance.) For example, Security failed to notify the county sheriff's office after the Nov 5 assault. Later Kovatch said his officers had contacted the sheriff that, in fact, it was one of the victims that had called the sheriff two hours after the incident.

Kovatch, as Director of Security, should have the responsibility of acting as official spokesman for his department.

The search for suspects in the two assaults has not progressed further. With no new information after the Dec 12 assault, the responsibility of the investigation has fallen on the sheriff's office. Sergeant Greg Delinski of the Detective Bureau, who is conducting the investigation, says, "We are just in a holding pattern until something breaks."

With that kind of official attitude emanating from the Sheriff's Office, the investigation is proving time consuming. The police don't assume too much responsibility for their own safety.

The views expressed in the Inside columns are the views of their author and do not necessarily represent the views of The Observer or its editorial board.

Today Father Heshburg is in Rome, Italy attending a meeting of the Pontifical Council for Culture.
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Weekends still available:
February 18-19; April 8-9

SIGN UP NOW!!

Weekend sign up at Campus Ministry - Badin Offices
239 - 5242
Pedi questions funding for upcoming ski trip

By PAM RICHARDSON
Staff Reporter

Questions about funding for the upcoming sophomore ski trip have caused the class to raise the price of the trip by $1.

The increase in the cost occurred after the class announced that its al-located funding was not going to be used, as thought, to pay for the bus to take students to Timberidge Ski Resort, where the event is being held.

The class needs the extra money to cover expenses that have been reserved to take approximately 220 students.

Pedi, moderator of the class, explained that there is approximately $1,700 allotted for each class or $1.00 per student, to be used at the discretion of the class officers.

Pedi commended that to use a large amount of cash to support a trip which involves only a small minority of the class “could open it up to criticism.”

He continued that projects such as ski trips “shouldn’t be so self-sufficient.” He gave the example of the senior trip to California which paid for itself.

Pedi said that a class can spend its money however it wishes, except for purchasing liquor, but he strongly suggested that the money be put aside for use in events in which the majority of students in the class can participate.

Is TV taping legal?

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court will decide whether millions of Americans are illegally taping television shows, as was told yesterday that makers of home video recorders “have infected this country with the knowledge that causes copyright infringement.”

Stephen Kroft, a Beverly Hills, Calif., lawyer for two copyright-owner movie companies locked in a battle with television’s Sony Corp., contended that virtually all home use of video recorders violates federal copyright laws.

Kroft added that Sony and other makers of the popular machines must be held legally responsible for such amuch-criticized piracy.

But some. of Dean Dunlavey of Los Angeles urged the justices to rule that the taping of a favorite TV program or televised movie is a legal “fair use” of copyright materials.

“The issue is whether all Americans are to be denied the benefit of time-shift home television viewing because a few program owners object,” Dunlavey said.

The recorders make it possible to store on tape a televised show and view it at some later time, giving rise to the “time-shift” label.

The justices must decide whether a federal appeals court was right in ruling that video recorder manufacturers like Sony can be forced to pay continuing royalties — or even made to stop selling the machines — because more than 5 million American families already are violating copyright laws.

The lower court ruling theori- cally allows copyright owners to sue home viewers, but the chance for such actions is seen as remote.

A huge amount of money is at stake, nonetheless. American sales of home video recorders were estimated at more than $1 billion in 1982.

Nearly 40 million recorders are expected to be in use by 1990.

Dunlavey readily conceded that videocassettes are copies. He argued however, that un-home recording represents a “fair use” exception to copyright laws, most recently revamped by Congress in 1976.

When Justice Lewis F. Powell asked Kroft what might be some “fair uses” legal uses of his clients’ copyright materials, Kroft listed scientific or educational pur-poses.

But when Powell asked if he legal- ly could tape record one of the movies to show “a reunion for my clerks,” Kroft laughed and said no.

S.T.E.P.
Juvenile Corrections Project
Mandatory 2nd Semester
Organizational Meeting
For all new and old tutors
Tonight
7:30 Multipurpose Room in Center for Social Concerns
(old WNDU Building)

The Family Planning Center
Program Assistant
Professional Staff
Confidential Services
5 S. Lewis Blvd.
South Bend, IN 46612
Call 209-825 for appointment
Manual Parish of North Central Indiana

Get Ready Class of ’83 for the Main Event"

SANGER, GUITARISTS,
AND OTHER
INSTRUMENTALISTS

SACRED HEART PARISH NEEDS YOU!
Please call the Parish Office
(239-7511) or Mollie Bernard
(255-7139)
One of 14 Fellows
White House appoints ND prof

By KIMBERLY MALOOF
News Staff

Notre Dame Professor of Law Douglas Kmiec has recently been appointed one of 14 White House Fellows by President Reagan.

As a Fellow, Kmiec will meet three to four times weekly with a diverse group of private sector leaders, ranking government officials, leading scholars and journalists.

The idea behind the fellowships is to take private citizens and place them in high positions in government. This enables Fellows to constantly evaluate how well the Reagan administration is doing.

Fellows also serve as special assistants to the President and individuals in his cabinet. Kmiec will assist Secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban Development, Sam Pierce.

The fellowship program has been in existence since 1965. Each year, applicants number between 1,000 and 3,000, yet only 14 are accepted.

This year, Kmiec is the only law professor accepted into the fellowship program.

Among the many other professions represented are medicine, television production, architecture, and farming. "The theory is that all of us can share the knowledge that we learn with our colleagues," said Kmiec.

Kmiec also said that this first-hand experience will enhance his teaching when he returns to Notre Dame in August, enabling him to give a complete background on Supreme Court and Congressional decisions.

When asked to give an evaluation of Reagan's administration, Kmiec responded by giving him a "B-". He believes Reagan has succeeded in dramatically reducing inflation, cutting tax rates and strengthening national defense. However, Kmiec believes that areas concerning crime and education have failed.

White House Fellowships are funded by corporate and individual donations. Taxes and revenues from each Fellow's specific area fund the special assistance aspect of the Fellowships.

Indirect fundraising aids SMC campaign

By ANNE MONASTYRSKI
Senior Staff Reporter

Saint Mary's indirect fundraising approach for The United Way made it a success, according to Social Justice Commissioner Chris Trotter who organized the student drive.

Instead of having individual students ask each class and hall, along with the Christian Life Commission, students to fill out a questionnaire about what they thought was up to the students to make the effort," said Trotter.

The indirect approach does not use the soliciting technique stressed in Notre Dame's campus. According to Trotter, raising funds through events "worked better for Saint Mary's because it's not the same type of community (as Notre Dame)."

She indicated that Residence Advisors at Saint Mary's did not ask section members for contributions this year, unlike Notre Dame.

This year's drive barely made it because, Trotter said, "in the past, other techniques haven't been successful." She cited last year's $350 total to emphasize her point.

The campaign began in November as posters and pamphlets were distributed throughout the campus in what Trotter called "Education Week." The week was devoted to informing students about The United Way drive and upcoming fundraisers.

LeMans Hall sponsored "Send an Apple," during which students sent apple slices to their friends and classmates.

The Christian Life Commission sponsored "Send a Prayer," the most successful event. This fundraiser was so successful that it was sponsored again during the Christmas Bazaar and raised a total of $400.

Other fundraisers included bake sales, doughnut sales, and a paper drive among others.

The drive is still not over. "The Sophomore Class contributed $1000 yesterday to the drive. In addition, a carnival is being planned for sometime in February as the last fundraiser," said Trotter.

The carnival, featuring food and games, will be held in Angola Athletic Facility. "There is a lot riding on the carnival because it is expected to be the biggest fundraiser," according to Trotter.

The only type of individualized contributions came from collections taken up during campus Masses. In this way, "students still had the opportunity to give without participating in other fundraisers," said Trotter.

Woodward, Bernstein, Cronkite, Anderson, Dear Abby.

**********

These esteemed journalists all got their starts in newspapers and so can you! Earn respect and experience as an Observer reporter.

Interested? Come to a meeting this Thursday at 6 p.m. in the Saint Mary's Observer office (basement of Regina South).

Mama Marriott’s
Wednesday Night Italian Buffet

If you think Italian food is just spaghetti and pizza, you’re in for a treat! Come to Mama Marriott’s for a taste of the Italian atmosphere. You’ll love the food and the fun.

The atmosphere is relaxed and inviting, with soft lighting and Italian music. The dishes are varied and delicious, ranging from antipasti to pastas, meats, and desserts.

The menu includes antipasti such as bruschetta, mozzarella sticks, and garlic bread. The pasta dishes are hearty and satisfying, with options like spaghetti bolognese, ravioli, and lasagna. The meats are tender and flavorful, with choices like chicken Parmesan and beef stroganoff. For dessert, there are sweet treats like gelato and tiramisu.

There is also a great selection of wines to complement your meal. The staff is friendly and attentive, making sure you enjoy your dining experience. Mama Marriott’s is the perfect place for a fun night out with friends or family. Come see why we’re the talk of the town.

The Tae Kwon Do Karate Club offers
Physical Fitness/Weight Loss
Self Defense
Competitive Fighting

Practice begins Thursday, Jan. 20 in the ACC Pit at 6:30. New Students Welcome

Instructors:
Mr. Steven Travis
3rd Degree Black Belt
Mr. Thomas Schreck
1st Degree Black Belt
For info call Tom Schreck at 1104
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**Revising view**

**Bishops discuss nuclear weapons**

**VATICAN CITY (AP) —** The Vatican convened a meeting of top U.S. and West European bishops yesterday to discuss the American church's widening condemnation of the use of nuclear weapons and possibly suggest changes before a final version is completed.

In a sign of the importance the Holy See attaches to the meeting, the Vatican invited Cardinal Agostino Casaroli and its top theologian, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, as moderators over the two-day conference of prelates from the United States, Britain, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium and Italy.

The meeting, in the old Synod Hall of the Apostolic Palace, was closed to the public, and the Vatican said only that the initial session lasted three hours and gave no details of the talks.

**Discussions continued in the afternoon.**

The American bishops, who have moved to the forefront of the anti-nuclear movement, are preparing a final version of a draft pastoral letter that condemns nuclear warfare, as well as some aspects of American strategic policy. The Reagan administration has insisted portions of the document, including a call for a nuclear freeze that has been criticized by the White House as damaging the U.S. negotiating position.

Proposed at a Roman Catholic bishops' meeting in Washington last November, the document condemned any intent or threat to use nuclear weapons and said even possessing them as a deterrent can be tolerated only if steps are being taken toward disarmament by the United States and the Soviet Union.

A Vatican official said the Americans wanted to hear the viewpoints of their European colleagues and that the exchange might lead to changes before the 25,000-word document comes up for adoption at a meeting in Chicago in May.

The official, who spoke on condition his name not be used, described the French and Soviet bishops as more "middle of the road" than that of the American bishops, while the English and Scottish bishops have been closer to the U.S. bishops.

Italian bishops have made only one major statement, expressing concern over plans to install U.S. nuclear missiles in Sicily as part of a NATO buildup.

"We simply want the insights of our peers in Western Europe as well as the Vatican," said one of the U.S. participants, Archbishop John Roach of St. Paul-Minneapolis, president of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops. He said the views of the Vatican and European bishops will be taken into account as the American prelates prepare the final draft.

**Jap internment based on lies, report says**

**SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —** A key military report that led to the internment of nearly 120,000 Japanese-Americans during World War II was based on "intentional falsehoods," say attorneys planning appeals of three landmark cases from 1943.

The cases involve the convictions 40 years ago of David Tamaki and his three sons, detained in 1942 on charges of violating curfews and for possessing weapons in a Seattle suburb, and of an Issei named Shunroku Yamaguchi. He was convicted in 1943 for carrying weapons that were returned to him after the war.

The writs will be filed today in federal court in the Western district in Seattle and Portland, Ore., say Tamaki and his attorneys.

Irons says the documents discredit a report by Army Gen. John L. DeWitt which alleged that Japanese-Americans were a threat to the nation's security. The report by DeWitt was used by then-President Franklin D. Roosevelt, who, at the time, said, "The successful prosecution of the war requires every possible protection against espionage and against sabotage.

The report was used to intern all Japanese-Americans, who were ordered to leave their homes and go to internment camps, Tamaki said.

Statements from that report also appeared in Justice Department briefs or in briefs filed by the attorneys general of California and Washington in connection with the three cases to be appealed, Tamaki said. "These three cases are landmark decisions which uphold the legality of the whole relocating of a group of people on a racial basis," said

**Attention All Those Interested in "ANTOSTAL"**

Interviews for Executive Committee Positions are starting now. See Margaret, the Student Government Secretary, on the second floor LaFortune, for an appointment, before Wednesday, Jan. 19, 1983.

**In just a short time...you will become a Notre Dame alumnus or alumnna!**

Meet the Alumni Board of Directors at the Hall Visitation Program and see what's in store for you after graduation:

**Thursday, Jan. 20 9:00 pm**

**The following halls will host Board members:**

Flanner Alumni
Breen-Phillips Morrissey
Zahm Walsh

**S.U. Service Commission**

**Movie Poster Sale**

**When? Tues., Jan. 18**
**Wed., Jan. 19**
**Thurs., Jan. 20**

**What time?** 10-5

**Where?** LaFortune Lobby
**Editors**
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**Used thoughts © cost less**

This is the second in a series on the implications of the Copyright Act of 1976 and of economically viable alternatives to the open infringement of that law. The question of such illegal photocopying came to the forefront of academic last December when nine publishers filed a copyright infringement suit against New York University for violating the "fair use" clause of Title 17 of the United States code.

Paul McGinn

**Roper Review**

At Notre Dame, where the average family grosses over $40,000 a year, the quest of expensive books and the way to avoid them echoes like a bell in a vacuum.

Ten percent of the students who normally would bear the crunch of book prices escape the financial burden because ROYC.

McGinn ergo sum, tabula rasa, dialectic, teleology, entromym, omological, cosmol, pcology, contretposter, contracpeter, academic, contraposition, contrapositive, confronant, contrapace, contracpoco, contrapace, contrapace. Many discouraged nephews wonder whether professional philosophers hold annual meetings to select that terminology which is harder to romance, more difficult to remember, and hence best suited for the expression of varying opinions on the day.

Keith Picher

**Short of Profundity**

Philosophy does not invent the word confusion, they may have added new meaning to it. A many a student would prefer to die by electrocution rather than sift through a passage from Sarre. And who wouldn't feel discouraged after spending an hour on one page of DamScots, only to discover the next day that his proof was flawed.

Perhaps philosophy bcp criti, specia, in today's society. Not even bathroom walls are free from comments like "The unique life is not worth examining. "I think, therefore I am," and "He who laughs last probably didn't laugh at all."

The philosophy major who pursues anything but law is especially suspect. "Are you planning to be a priest?" one person asked. Others comment, "Philosophy has no practical value." While reclining in a dentist's chair, I once listened by a beguine after informing her that I studied philosophy. "I suppose," she quipped, "you'd have to be able to think about it." In the books.

Barbs like these are unfortunate and illgeomlog, but it is my belief that for the major to have no causal connection between the various points, must be considered, without a doubt, the most difficult to remember, and hence best suited for the trade.

**P.O. Box Q**

**Farley sign stolen**

Dear Editor:

In January the residents of Farley Hall look forward to renaming to Notre Dame, to seeing their friends, but especially to the Pop Farley Week. January is a special time for all Farleyites because it is the month in which the hall celebrates the birthday of the beloved Pop Farley with a week of festivities. The celebration begins with an annual "Farley Hall" a la mode on Sunday. Events for the week include a scavenger hunt on Monday, "Farley Night at the Races" on Wednesday, "Class Day" on Thursday and the hall dinner on Friday. The week ends with the annual "Sleepover Your-Roommate on Saturday evening.

This year our Pop Farley week started differently. Our "Farley Hall" sign, which marks the beginning of our week long events, was stolen. Traditionally, we place a sign over the entrance to the hall which announces the theme of the week. Friday afternoon the sign was tied with ropes over the middle door. Saturday morning it is the morning of the Farley residents, the sign was gone. The ropes had been cut and the sign had been maliciously removed.

It is apparent that somebody thought it would be humorous to tie a joke on Farley Hall. Well, it is not funny. As a matter of fact, I have no doubt except for those involved in Farley Week. Actually, it is said to think that some people have nothing better to do with the time than to play "practical jokes" on others. The sign, as does the week of events, means a lot to the residents. Much time and money went into making the sign for some inconsiderate, irresponsible, and insensible person to steal. I wish we could think before we act. Violating the property of others is not justifiable. I feel, as should anyone who read this article, that Chval's article, that Chval himself admits blacks are unable to achieve the new standards set by the NCAA. But, as Mr. Johnson states, blacks are not the only ones who are denied the chance to play college sports. Therefore, the rule is not only unjustified, but also discriminatory. The idea of the new standards is to prevent the advantage of the inner-city students. Mr. Johnson states in his article, "I wish people would think before they act. Violating the property of others is not only unjustifiable, but also discriminatory." It is apparent that some people thought it would be humorous to tie a joke on Farley Hall. Well, it is not funny. As a matter of fact, I have Mr. Johnson's words in mind. As far as the rule goes it failed in effect. "Potential stck production managers need the patentable know-how to help him to develop useful inventions. A nice climax, but how do you propose these people "clean up their acts"? Maybe federal and state money could be used to upgrade the facilities, the texts and educators at predominately black schools. This would allow them to help their black students in the future. Mr. Johnson is quoted as saying that NCAA schools don't want black athletes. Mr. Chval says that blacks simply can't achieve the scholarly level of other students. Yet through the great cleansing of the past, blacks have been able to achieve the new book price and only a 10 percent cash payment for used books also leaves many stu­

**NCAA standards**

**Dear Editor**,

In response to the article "Farley Hall," I wish to state my opinion. The argument that black athletes will not be able to meet the new standards is not a valid one. Mr. Chval states that blacks simply can't achieve the scholarly level of other students. Yet through the great cleansing of the past, blacks have been able to achieve. If the NCAA truly wants to help the blacks, they should be allowed to participate in the games. They have done well in the past, and it is unfair to deny them the opportunity to compete. Mr. Johnson is quoted as saying that NCAA schools don't want black athletes. Mr. Chval says that blacks simply can't achieve the scholarly level of other students. Yet through the great cleansing of the past, blacks have been able to achieve the new book price and only a 10 percent cash payment for used books also leaves many stu­

Michael R. McCune

**Reference**

Barbs like these are unfortunate and illogi, but it is my belief that for the major to have no causal connection between the various points, must be considered, without a doubt, the most difficult to remember, and hence best suited for the trade.

The philosophical blues

**P.O. Box Q**

**Dear Editor**, I wish to state my opinion. The argument that black athletes will not be able to meet the new standards is not a valid one. Mr. Chval states that blacks simply can't achieve the scholarly level of other students. Yet through the great cleansing of the past, blacks have been able to achieve. If the NCAA truly wants to help the blacks, they should be allowed to participate in the games. They have done well in the past, and it is unfair to deny them the opportunity to compete. Mr. Johnson is quoted as saying that NCAA schools don't want black athletes. Mr. Chval says that blacks simply can't achieve the scholarly level of other students. Yet through the great cleansing of the past, blacks have been able to achieve the new book price and only a 10 percent cash payment for used books also leaves many stu­

Michael R. McCune

**Reference**

Barbs like these are unfortunate and illogi, but it is my belief that for the major to have no causal connection between the various points, must be considered, without a doubt, the most difficult to remember, and hence best suited for the trade.
**Blickenstaff: motivated music**

**Mr. Blickenstaff, currently Professor of Piano at the University of Texas, has performed a program of short pieces by Brahms, Beethoven, Ravel, and Rachmaninoff. As a pianist, Mr. Blickenstaff was afforded ample opportunity to display a wide range of capabilities. The program, predominantly romantic compositions, demanded an interpreter with an artistic vision and emotion. Mr. Blickenstaff proved to be an artist equal to these demands.**

Two intermezzi and two capricci by Chopin were played to perfection. The Chopin collection was divided into two parts: Intermezzo in G minor and Intermezzo in E minor alternated with the Intermezzo in A minor. These pieces were played with great feeling, giving definite depth to the music. In the Intermezzo in G minor Mr. Blickenstaff played slowly and with a modicum of pathos. The Intermezzo in E minor was played with greater velocity and a more buoyant feeling.

The Brahms was played with an extremely strong left hand, creating a beautiful balance between the voices. The Beethoven sonata was played with great feeling and the Rachmaninoff sonata was played with an interesting look at the music's fullness, giving a more natural sound to the music. The entire program was played with great feeling and emotion, creating a beautiful balance between the voices.

**Tari Brown**

**features**

They are the figures on IRS forms. Great Income. 

**Tax income.**

**Tax deductions. . . .**

They are the bags of crumpled, torn, dog-eared, highlighted notes, papers and notebooks piled high in the corner of the room. They are the papers you have written to complete with job history and personal references. They are the resumes, carefully organized and typed according to the latest how-to manual on writing resumes.

**They are our consumer, capitalistic attitudes.** They dictate the social structure in which we prattle and paw our way to a position slightly higher than our parents. They prod us, provoke us, prime us, prove to us that we can be more financially, more influential, more educated than our forebears.

They are the signs of the times. They are the words with which we speak. They are also the cries of the children who don't see the times their parents. They had tried to fashion him into one who needed to excel in the business world, at any expense. They had bunted him into a sort of "Teen Commandments" which defined the way he was to behave professionally, how to get to the top of the field and stay there. They had shown him those values of "hard work and diligence" that defined the sparkle of the music. Where one could rely upon a fanaticism that defined the waves on the sides of the boat as they pounded through the ocean, one could also rely upon a fanaticism that defined the waves on the sides of the boat as they pounded through the ocean.

They are the signs of the times. They cried to him over the phone. They had tried to fashion him into one who needed to excel in the business world, at any expense. They had bunted him into a sort of "Teen Commandments" which defined the way he was to behave professionally, how to get to the top of the field and stay there. They had shown him those values of "hard work and diligence" that defined the waves on the sides of the boat as they pounded through the ocean.
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**Aerobic Dancing** for faculty and staff starts this week. Classes will meet on Mondays and Fridays at 5:30 p.m. in Gym II on the ACC upper concourse. A $12 fee will be charged for the seven week course. — The Observer.

**ND-SCM sailing club** will have a very important meeting today at 6:30 p.m. in the Old Hall social space to discuss the Commodore and to turn in articles for the alumni newsletter. — The Observer.

**Notre Dame Rugby Club** will hold an organizational meeting in Lafayette tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. No experience is necessary, and new players are encouraged to attend. — The Observer.

**The Fellowship of Christian Athletes** and the Notre Dame Student Ministry will hold their annual meeting Sunday evening at 7 p.m. in the Old Hall space. — The Observer.

**The Tae Kwon Do Club** will hold its first practice tonight on the ACC floor. New members are welcomed at 7 p.m. — The Observer.

**Irish** continued from page 12

Was no exception.

After winning his first match by forfeit, Crown came out in his second match and was on the one point, registering a first round pin. John King and Matt Stann also posted quick pins. John King decided two opponents at 177 while Stann won by a 14-5 major decision.

One scary note for the Irish last night was a second round injury to co-captain Don Heinzelman.

But Heinzelman had only aggravated the injury he suffered during an earlier meet. The required arthroscopic surgery earlier this year. Bravo is hoping that it will not keep him out of action for too long.

Up next for the Irish grapplers is the 16 team Sinua Hights Invitational tournament which should prove to be another good tournament. "With so many teams, tournament competition is always much tougher," says Bravo.

The Observer will be classed members Monday through Friday. 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. However, classifieds to appear in the next issue must be received by 3 p.m. today prior to insertion. All classifieds must be in person or through the mail.
Blitz to sign Lions' White

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Two gold medals won by Jim Thorpe in the 1912 Olympic Games were restored to his family yesterday, 70 years after he was stripped of his amateur status because he accepted $8.00 a game to play baseball.

Juan Antonio Samaranch of Spain, president of the International Olympic Committee, officially returned the gold medals for the pentathlon and decathlon events to the family of Thorpe, who died in 1953 at age 64.

"The 70-year-old marathon is over," said Thorpe's daughter, Char­lote, 63, one of six of the athlete's children who attended the ceremony at the Biltmore Hotel.

Another daughter, Grace, said she thought her father would have only said, "It's all over."

Thorpe, an American Indian, won the grueling Olympic events at the age of 24 in Stockholm, Sweden, but lost the titles seven months later when he admitted he was paid to play for a resort baseball team in 1910.

The gold medals awarded yester­day were not actually those won by Thorpe, because "it would be unfair to ask survivors of the second-place finishers to return their (gold) medals," Samaranch had said.

Samaranch said that since Thorpe's disqualification in 1913, "it is impossible to enumerate all those who protested against this decision and made every effort in order to reverse it."

"In the end, when the IAAF (International Amateur Athletics Federation) and United States Olympic Committee had finally accepted to reinstate him, subsequent modification of the so-called 'amateur rule' into a much more positive 'eligibility rule' of the IOC enabled us to take this historic decision."

The source also declined to com­ment on the terms of the contract being discussed with White.

Spencer, the Big Ten's leading rus­her last season, and Johnson, an All­America wide receiver from Grambling, signed contracts last week after being drafted by Chicago in the first round of the USFL's col­legiate draft.

White, a two-time, all-Big Ten selection at Ohio State, was drafted in the 17th round of the 1972 draft by the Baltimore Colts. He set an NFL lineman standard with eight intercep­tions in the 1975 season and stole seven passes during 1977. He was traded to Detroit following the 1979 season for an eighth-round draft pick.

White went on to become Detroit's player representative and defensive signal-caller. Last season, he was the 6-foot-1, 225-pound defender recorded 44 solo tackles and three intercep­tions.
Debby Hensley made a career out of defense in high school, but has improved her offensive game enough to perform as co-captain with Theresa Mullins for this season's women's basketball team. Mike Riccardi profiles both ladies in his story that begins on page 12. (Photo by Scott Florer)

**Free University**

**Sign up for classes Jan. 18 & 19 from 6-9 pm in the LaFortune Ballroom**

**COME JOIN THE FUN**

**Marketing & Sales Career Opportunities Westpoint Pepperell A major Fortune 500 corporation will hold interviews for Marketing Sales positions (for class of 1983) on Tuesday - February 8.**

To make an appointment and learn more about Westpoint Pepperell, contact the Placement Bureau. Manufacturers of Martin, Lady Pepperell, and other national brand products, Marketing Headquarters - New York.

**Eating Disorders**
- Anorexia Nervosa
- Bulimia

A 10-week structured therapy group every Monday evening, beginning January 31 on the Notre Dame campus.

Limited Enrollment

For further information

Contact: Dan Rybicki, PSY.D.
Susan Steibe, PH.D.
239-7336
Mary Theis, M.A.
284-4565

**Indianapolis's Kendall keeps reins for '84 Olympics**

**BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) —** The U.S. Olympic Committee and the U.S. Amateur Basketball Association have reaffirmed their support for Bob Knight as coach of the 1984 U.S. Olympic team.

Knight, the Indianapolis University coach, was criticized in a recent editorial in the Washington Post, which called for his removal as U.S. Olympic coach because of his behavior during the Pan American Games in Puerto Rico in 1979.

Knight, the U.S. men's coach to the Pan Am Games, was convicted in absentia of assaulting a Puerto Rican policeman. The incident stemmed from an argument over a parking ticket.

“Our director, Col. Don Miller, has given all his support to Bob Knight,” said USOC publicist Mike Moran. “Basically, what Don Miller said when I talked to him was that (this complaint) happens all the time, that we’ve received letters once in a while objecting to Bob but that we’ve made our decision and we’ve accepted what the ABAUSA has done.”

The ABAUSA recommended Knight for the Olympic coaching job last summer.

“We are very satisfied we picked the right man to coach our Olympic team,” said Bill Will of the basketball association. “We are further ahead in our Olympic planning with Knight that we’ve ever been. Knight’s cooperation has been outstanding.”

**...Captains**

ahead 10-5. Mullins didn’t leave the lineup until the Irish had built a 15- point lead on their way to a 76-68 win.

“Was a maniac at Georgetown,” says Mullins. Actually, I just got psyched when I get a chance to play a key role. It’s a lot of fun. I never knew when they’d play me, so I’ve gotta stay prepared.”

“I’m always ready to play,” says Mullins. “She says more on top of her game than anybody else on this team — and that’s a good lesson for our kids. She does constructive things when she’s down on herself, not negative things. While the captains possess divergent personal styles, they do concentrate their efforts on the same goal: the continuing progress of Notre Dame’s embryonic women’s basketball program.

“I thought it might come together against Maryland,” says Hensley. “We still haven’t put together that consistent 40 minutes without lapses.”

“The thing is, we’re still looking to come together,” says Hensley. “We’ve definitely got the personnel.”

“I guess Debby is better than I am at putting things into words,” says a self-effacing Mullins. “My job is to be fired up and help the team maintain a positive attitude. It’s a good example — and do whatever I can to make this team a winner.”

Winner — all differences between Hensley and Mullins end with that word.
Bloom County

Simon
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Sports

Golic leads wrestlers to triangular wins

By JEFF BLUMB
Sports Writer

Before perhaps their largest home crowd of the season, the Notre Dame wrestlers beat Depauw 52-0 and Dayton 45-0 last night in the ACC PIC.

The competition was much tougher than the score margins might indicate. The fact is, the Irish wrestled very well.

Leading the Irish with two pins was sophomore Heavyweight Mike Golic. A four year collegiate wrestler, Golic pinned his Dayton opponent first at 0.21 of the second round before finally pinning Depauw's heavyweight at 1:25 of the first round.

Making his feat all the more impressive, Golic is just getting back into the swing of things after a nonscheduled one week and a prior injury.

"He will only get better and better now that the injuries are behind him," says Irish coach Brother Joseph Bruno, C.S.C.

Also competing for the Irish was Cedar Springs, Mich. native, Phil Barry. At 167, posted a first round pin and a hard fought 5-0 victory. In doing so, Barry lifted his season mark to a very impressive 14-1.

"Phil always wrestles well," says Bruno. "He is definitely one of our best."

"Getting back on the winning track last night was 150 pound sophomore Scott Benisterra. After losing two matches at last week's triangular with North Central and Western II, Benisterra bounced back with a third round pin and a narrow 6-5 win.

"It was quite a speedy recovery," checked Bruno of Benisterra's night and day effect at the last two home meets.

On a roll for the past few weeks, sophomore Louise Carnevale continued his winning ways last night with a second round pin and a 12-7 win. In all, Carnevale now leads the squad in total seasonal points at 23-18.

"Louie has been sick the past few weeks on the same strain. "But he always wrestles well at home. I think he's going to do something with the girlfriend in the bleachers or some other thing." Freshman Eric Crowns has been finding opportunities at 118 all season long. And last night he found himself in the wrong place on offense. I had a lot to learn about that," said Crowns.

The 5-6 chemical engineering major didn't even try for the Irish squad as a freshman - she thought she couldn't make the team and moved her appointment at coach George in 1980 to her new baseball home.

"The first time I had seen Coach was at a Bookstore game I was playing in," said Crowns. "He showed me about the move (to Division I) and I had heard that she (Dinstanislao) stressed defense, and that was the strong point of my game.

The road leading to a starting spot for a Division I team after being a defensive standout in high school is not necessarily straight, or smoothly paved.

"He's not an excellent shooter, nor is he an excellent ballhandler," says DiStanislao. "But he's an excellent defensive player, who makes up for her limitations with hard work.

"I'm not playing on a scholarship or anything like that," says Hensley. "But the best way to go about it is to guard like (UCLA's) Michele McCoy. But you can't think like that. You've got to play to your strengths and in confidence against the Top 20 teams."

The graduate of Oklahoma City's Mount St. Mary's High School has become the floor leader of the Irish offense, and while she'll never be mistaken for a Norm Nixon, she has pushed herself into becoming a capable, if not flashy, offensive player. Her 20 assists and 18 steals this season, many in clutch situations, have been invaluable to the Irish. However, it is her composer under fire which makes her most valuable as Notre Dame's captain.

"Fire is what you see in Mullins' eyes when she takes the floor, but her relaxed off-court manner belies her intensity. However, the passionate junior gives away her considerable desire and resolve.

"If you work hard, more often than not you'll get your benefit," says Mullins in a manner reminiscent of Debbi. "I've made this season, things I thought I'd have to do to make this team - really, it is only the way I can earn my scholarship."

Mullins worked hard enough to earn a starting berth last winter. While not a high scorer, the intelligent guard has had a distinguished season with 14 steals and in 28 games her freshman season, and

See IRISH, page 8

Notre Dame's wrestlers scored decisive victories over DePauw University last night in a triangular meet in the ACC. Scott Benisterra, pictured above at left, combined with heavyweight Bob Golic to spur the Irish to victory. For more details, see Jeff Blumb's story below. (Photo by Ed Carroll)

Mullins, Hensley lead Notre Dame

By MIKE RICCARDI
Sports Writer

You couldn't find two more different people.

One, from Wilmington, Del., is a street-smart Easterner whose enthusiasm is evident with every word she speaks.

Debbi Hensley, the Oklahomaan, is a genuinely modest sort of person who possesses a refreshingly easy smile and unpretentious air.

The other, from Oklahoma City, is a genuinely modest sort of person who possesses a refreshingly easy smile and unpretentious air.

Debbi Hensley, the Oklahomaan, is the on-court personality of this team. She ruffles no feathers and prefers to lead by example.

Theresa Mullins, the Easterner, plays Horsemanship to her cool Prince Hal. At a practice, she's the screamer, the instigator. And when she plays, she plays with a desire that belies the fact that she may not have the talent of her highly-recruited teammates.

As co-captains of this season Notre Dame women's basketball team, Hensley and Mullins' fire-and-drive play earns them a victory every day.

"They're hard workers who lead by example," says Dinstanislao. "They're hard workers who lead by example," says Dinstanislao. "They're hard workers who lead by example."

Despite the apparent lack of compensation in its schedule, unbeaten Bucknell can be expected to arrive next week having already had a somewhat undetermined season.

"Butcknell is a better team then Lafayetle," says coach DiStanislao. "They do the same things as us, so we have to be ready to play. Bucknell Notre Dame can make any team's season no matter what their record.

"The starting lineup of sophomore Lautenburg hages tough with the Irish (the Lebanese lost just 51-40 on Monday). Bucknell can be expected to arrive at the ACC this season. It's the team's leading scorer, averaging 10 points a game while leading the squad in assists with 39. He and one other Bucknell player - Ed Howard - have seen action in all six Bucknell basketball games this year.

"Bob Go tic to spur Irish to victory."

"Butcknell is a better team then Lafayetle," says coach DiStanislao. "They do the same things as us, so we have to be ready to play. Bucknell Notre Dame can make any team's season no matter what their record.

"Butcknell is a better team then Lafayetle," says coach DiStanislao. "They do the same things as us, so we have to be ready to play. Bucknell Notre Dame can make any team's season no matter what their record.

If the Irish, there may be no more second chances to learn im­ portant lessons. Against Lafayette this season.

"God is one of the main keys for a successful season."